An Improved Interval Fuzzy Modeling Method: Applications to the Estimation of Photovoltaic/Wind/Battery Power in Renewable Energy Systems
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Abstract: This paper proposes an improved interval fuzzy modeling (imIFML) technique based on modified linear programming and actual boundary points of data. The imIFML technique comprises four design stages. The first stage is based on conventional interval fuzzy modeling (coIFML) with first-order model and linear programming. The second stage defines reference lower and upper bounds of data using MATLAB. The third stage initially adjusts scaling parameters in the modified linear programming. The last stage automatically fine-tunes parameters in the modified linear programming to realize the best possible model. Lower and upper bounds approximated by the imIFML technique are closely fitted to the reference lower and upper bounds, respectively. The proposed imIFML is thus significantly less conservative in cases of large variation in data, while robustness is inherited from the coIFML. Design flowcharts, equations, and sample MATLAB code are presented for reference in future experiments. Performance and efficacy of the introduced imIFML are evaluated to estimate solar photovoltaic, wind and battery power in a demonstrative renewable energy system under large data changes. The effectiveness of the proposed imIFML technique is also compared with the coIFML technique.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been rapid and significant development of renewable energy systems, including photovoltaic (PV) solar and wind power. Efficient control methods for managing renewable energy resources have also been designed and implemented. The high uncertainty of weather conditions makes forecasts of power profiles from renewable energy resources important for energy management, especially in large solar PV and wind power plants [1,2]. The time horizon of estimating and forecasting methods can be divided into very short-term, short-term, medium-term and long-term predictions [1]. The very short-term forecast is for a period of a few seconds to a few minutes. The short-term forecast is for a period of several minutes to three days. The medium-term forecast is for a period of several days to one week. The long-term forecast is for a period of one month to several years. The medium-term and long-term energy forecasts are usually computed on a large centralized server of energy producers or utility companies with big data. Depending on renewable power profiles and desired purposes in grid operations, the very
short-term and short-term forecasts can be calculated on either decentralized systems such as modern personal computers or industrial programmable logic controllers (PLCs), or a centralized server of utility company. The resolution of estimating and forecasting energy models is classified according to the kinds of methods, measurement sensors and meteorological information in use. It often includes the temporal resolution [2], spatio-temporal resolution with the required forecast horizon and update frequency [2–4], measured dataset resolution [4–6], and satellite image resolution with image processing techniques [7]. The very short-term and short-term predictions of renewable power are closely related to high temporal resolution.

In renewable energy management systems (EMSs) and smart grid operations, the very short-term and short-term predictions of renewable power are especially helpful for lots of crucial activities and applications, such as operations of solar PV and wind power systems, real-time dispatching and coordinating of generation units, control of energy storage systems, making decisions of grid operation and stability, and electricity market [1,6]. In cases of the small or medium renewable power profile, the short-term prediction can be utilized for local management of private resources and ancillary services, such as frequency regulation and voltage stability at local electric grids. Whereas, in cases of the large renewable power profile, the short-term prediction can be used for supporting global management of distributed generation in smart grids and power limitations through demand/response capabilities. Hence, many studies have concentrated on designing and carrying out efficient modeling techniques for short-term prediction of renewable power [4–8]. In this paper, we mainly focus on the short-term day-ahead estimation for solar PV, wind and battery power using measured two-dimensional data with the horizontal axis of time.

According to Wan et al. [1], prediction methods for renewable energy can be divided into three main types as follows: the first type is based on actually measured data of renewable energy generation systems. The second type is developed from historical measured data of explanatory variables, such as related weather parameters, consisting of solar radiation, wind speed and direction, cloudiness, air temperature, humidity, and so forth. The third type is hybrid forecast methods with appropriate combination of machine learning algorithms and numerical weather prediction (NWP) techniques for specific applications. More details can be found in section II of reference [1] and section 2 of reference [6].

Optimization has been a useful tool and widely applied in modeling and control techniques for renewable energy systems [9–11]. As presented in [10], a delay estimator of perturbation produced by unknown delay was designed to implement in the pitch control for wind turbine power conversion systems. The compensation from the proposed estimator is used to eliminate influence from the perturbation of unknown delay to the output power of wind turbine. As a result, the measured output power of wind turbine highly corresponds to the ideal output value of the optimal model without effect from unknown delay. This is to enhance performance and efficacy of the introduced pitch control technique substantially. This method also considered variable wind speed for estimating the output power of wind turbine power conversion system, and it has good performance. Regarding application aspect of the research, this method has not yet been extended to be a universal method for estimating other two-dimensional renewable power profile (such as solar PV power) or battery bank power in renewable energy systems. Furthermore, in [11], a hybrid estimator was used for the proportional-integral-derivative controller of a wind turbine power conversion system with appropriate identification of stability ranges for key system parameters. This estimation method has suitably incorporated the particle swarm optimization technique and the algorithm based on radial basis function neural network. The designed estimator has good performance under a fixed wind speed of 15 m/s. Nonetheless, this research has not yet considered the case of variable wind speed, which leads to large fluctuation in wind power profile.

Besides, modeling methods based on artificial neural networks or genetic algorithms for predicting the renewable energy were proposed in [12–15]. Specifically, an efficient modeling method using an artificial neural network and statistical feature parameters of solar radiation and ambient temperature
were introduced in [12]. The input vector is appropriately rebuilt using several statistical feature parameters for radiation and ambient temperature to reduce model complexity. Furthermore, ref. [13] developed two adaptive neuro-fuzzy models with several scenarios. The first scenario was designed by modifying the forecasting time horizon, and the second scenario adjusts shapes of the fuzzy membership functions. A generalized model for solar power prediction based on the backgrounds of support vector regression, historical solar energy output, and meteorological data was presented in [14]. Also developed was a model fine-tuned with a genetic algorithm and data mining algorithms for historical situations of predicted values for weather parameters [15]. Data for training this model were obtained using numerical methods for weather forecasts and previous electric energy values in the solar PV power plant. These methods have good effectiveness, but their computation is relatively complex and training processes can be long. In addition, these methods are often used for medium-term and long-term predictions instead of short-term prediction. To appropriately implement these methods in actual EMSs, high-performance computers should be used.

The traditional Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model [16–20] and belief rule-based models for identification [21] are popular modeling techniques for nonlinear systems. In [16], the T-S model was applied for process control. In [17], the modeling and control techniques based on T-S fuzzy models were introduced and explained in detail. In this study, the predictive controller based on T-S fuzzy model was also proposed. In [18], an application of input-output T-S fuzzy model for identification of multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) systems was presented and evaluated. In [19], modeling techniques based on fuzzy models, including T-S fuzzy models, were investigated. In [20], a robust fault estimation and fault-tolerant control approach was proposed for T-S fuzzy systems by integrating the augmented system method, unknown input fuzzy observer design, linear matrix inequality optimization, and signal compensation techniques. This approach was applied for wind turbine. However, the result of T-S fuzzy modeling is a trajectory, which is unsuitable for large variation in renewable power profile that highly depends on weather conditions. This is a common drawback of modeling methods based on T-S fuzzy model. Moreover, a hybrid two-stage modeling technique based on fuzzy logic, optimization, and model selection was proposed to predict day-ahead electricity prices as shown in [22]. In that technique, the first design stage is appropriate combination of the particle swarm optimization and core mapping with a self-organizing map and fuzzy logic, and the next design stage is appropriate selection of fuzzy rules. However, estimation of power profiles from PV and wind energy systems has not yet been considered in this research.

According to the reviews in [1,6,9], fuzzy logic can provide a robust and advantageous modeling method and can be suitably applied to short-term and medium-term forecasting models, since it can effectively handle uncertainty in measured data. A conventional interval fuzzy modeling (coIFML) technique based on $l_{\infty}$-norm, min–max optimization methods, and linear programming was introduced in [23]. This model defines lower and upper bounds that cover all data points, and was widely applied to fault detection in various systems, including a process with interval-type parameters [24], uncertain nonlinear systems [25–27], an active suspension system [28], the pH titration curve [29], and power control of a Francis water turbine [30]. In addition, the coIFML technique was utilized to forecast PV and wind power and load profiles in microgrids [31], and it was implemented as a main component of prediction in robust EMSs [32,33]. One main advantage is a computed confidence band, which lies between the approximated lower and upper bounds of the coIFML, and can cover all measured values even under relatively large data variation. Furthermore, computation is not complex. Its robust band thus makes this method suitable for estimating renewable power profiles. Nonetheless, the coIFML confidence band is highly conservative and not well fitted to the data, especially cases in large variations and strong nonlinearities. A fitted estimator is important and necessary for an EMS to predict the total power capacity exactly and generate appropriate control commands for the power system. Moreover, performance and effectiveness of both the coIFML technique and T-S fuzzy model [16–20] heavily depend on fuzzy membership functions, which are often chosen manually and difficult to optimize.
The above observations and motivations suggest the need for an efficient estimation method based on interval fuzzy model that can overcome the following engineering challenges. First, the newly proposed method can fit data with large variation and strong nonlinearities to improve performance noticeably, as well as it can inherit good robustness and applicability of the coIFML in estimating solar PV and wind power profiles with short-term prediction. In addition, performance and efficacy of the suggested fuzzy-based method should not heavily depend on manual determination of fuzzy membership functions as the coIFML and T-S fuzzy model techniques. Furthermore, to facilitate application in actual renewable EMSs, computation in the proposed modeling method should not be too complex. Last, this estimation method would possibly help enhance development and implementation of robust EMS (REMS) in renewable power systems.

This paper introduces an improved interval fuzzy modeling (imIFML) technique that is based on first-order models, modified linear programming, and actual boundary data points. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(a) The four design stages of the proposed imIFML technique are described in detail. The third and fourth stages, which suitably adjust the approximated lower and upper bounds of the imIFML technique to fit the reference bounds closely, are newly developed. The modified linear programming scheme in the imIFML technique is unique and has good efficacy.

(b) The performance of the proposed imIFML is significantly less conservative than the coIFML, especially in cases of large variation in data. Robustness and applicability are inherited from the coIFML. In addition, computation in the imIFML technique is not exceedingly complex.

(c) The proposed imIFML technique is suitable for estimating solar PV, wind and battery power in a demonstrative renewable energy system over 24 h under large variation and strong nonlinearities in the measured data, which was used for a REMS. The specific test cases considered in this study are for users in private EMSs. Because the proposed imIFML technique is based on a modified linear programming scheme, computation in this modeling technique is not very complicated. Therefore, the proposed imIFML can be performed well with a pretty modern personal computer. In our study, all the three test cases are easily conducted with a desktop computer, and the processing time is within a few minutes.

(d) Sample MATLAB Optimization Toolbox code for developing fuzzy models is provided for reference in future experiments and related applications.

To fulfill the above goals, a unique modified linear programming scheme is developed for the imIFML method. In the scheme, two scaling matrices $A_{sc}^{lb}$ and $A_{sc}^{ub}$ are newly added for suitably adjusting two coefficient matrices $a_{lb}$ and $a_{ub}$ of the modified linear programming, respectively. This helps to regulate arbitrary values $\lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ around the actual boundary points $l_{lb}$ and $l_{ub}$ of data to be equal to the minimum values of nearly zero, respectively. As will be presented in the Section 3.4, the two scaling matrices $A_{sc}^{lb}$ and $A_{sc}^{ub}$ are automatically fine-tuned to achieve the best possible fuzzy model. Moreover, due to the changeable coefficient matrices $a_{lb}$ and $a_{ub}$ in the modified linear programming, effectiveness and adaptability of the imIFML technique are not heavily dependent on manual determination of particular values for fuzzy clusters (membership functions). In this study, although the membership functions are determined by using a simple averaging method, performance and adaptability of the proposed imIFML are still very good.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the core background of the coIFML. Section 3 presents the four design stages of the proposed imIFML technique. Section 4 presents simulation results for three test cases in Optimization Toolbox, including cases that consider the effects of large variation in the measured data. This section also compares the efficacy of the proposed imIFML technique and the coIFML. Section 5 presents additional helpful discussions for future experiments using the proposed imIFML technique. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and describes future work.
2. Backgrounds of Interval Fuzzy Model

This section briefly presents core background on the interval fuzzy model, which is known as a robust system identification technique. Further details of the model can be found in [23,26].

It is given that $D \subset \mathbb{R}$ is a data set and $\xi = [v(w): D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}]$ is a class of nonlinear functions. It is assumed that there may exist a lower bound $\nu$ and an upper bound $\nu'$ that can fulfill the following conditions for the arbitrary values $\lambda_{lb} \geq 0$, $\lambda_{ub} \geq 0$ and for each input variable:

\[
\nu(w) \leq \min_{v \in \xi} v(w), \exists v \in \xi : \nu(w) > v(w) + \lambda_{lb}, \tag{1}
\]

\[
\nu'(w) \geq \max_{v \in \xi} v(w), \exists v \in \xi : \nu'(w) < v(w) + \lambda_{ub}, \tag{2}
\]

This study is only restricted to the finite set of the measured input data $W = [w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_N]$ and the finite set of the measured output data $Y = [y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_N]$ where $N$ is the size of the input and output data sets. The conditions in Equations (1) and (2) can be rewritten as Equations (3) and (4):

\[
y_i = v(w_i), v \in \xi, w_i \in D \subset \mathbb{R}, y_i \in \mathbb{R}, i = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{3}
\]

\[
\nu(w_i) \leq v(w_i) \leq \nu'(w_i) \forall w_i \in D, i = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{4}
\]

The exact lower and upper boundary functions $\nu$ and $\nu'$ will be approximated by fuzzy functions. According to [23,26], there may exist two fuzzy systems, denoted as $f$ and $f'$, that respectively approximate the lower and upper bounds to cover an arbitrary nonlinear acreage. The key goal of fuzzy approximation is to force the two non-negative values $\lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ in Equations (1) and (2) to be small as possible:

\[
-\lambda_{lb} \leq f(w_i) - v(w_i) \leq 0; \lambda_{lb} \geq 0, \tag{5}
\]

\[
0 \leq f'(w_i) - v(w_i) \leq \lambda_{ub}; \lambda_{ub} \geq 0, \tag{6}
\]

In this study, the first-order model is chosen to be used for the coIFML based on Takegi-Sugeno type as defined in the affine form by Equation (7). Values of the scalar coefficients $\phi_{j1}, \phi_{j0}, \phi_{j1}'$ and $\phi_{j0}'$ need to be appropriately determined to achieve an excellent fuzzy model as possible:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } x_{ad} \in G_j \text{ then } & f(w_i) = \phi_{j1} x_{ad} + \phi_{j0}, j = 1, \ldots, k, \\
& f'(w_i) = \phi_{j1}' x_{ad} + \phi_{j0}', j = 1, \ldots, k,
\end{align*} \tag{7}
\]

where the antecedent variable $x_{ad} = \text{input}_f \in \mathbb{R}$ represents the input variable in fuzzy proposition, and the approximated variables $f, f' \in \mathbb{R}$ are the two outputs of the interval fuzzy model [26]. The confidence-band identification of the fuzzy model is the interval between the bounds $f$ and $f'$.

The antecedent variable $x_{ad}$ is associated with $k$ fuzzy sets denoted as $G_j$. Each the fuzzy set $G_j$ ($j = 1, \ldots, k$) is linked to a real-valued function expressed as $\mu_{G_j}(x_{ad}) : R \rightarrow [0, 1]$, which generates a particular membership level of the antecedent variable $x_{ad}$ with correlation to the computed fuzzy set $G_j$. It is noted that $k$ is the number of fuzzy rules, and must be not larger than the data size, $k \leq N$. The consequent vector in the affine form is denoted as $x_{cq}^T = [\text{input}_f, 1] = [x_{ad}, 1] \in \mathbb{R}^2$. The first-order fuzzy model expressed in Equation (7) can be rewritten in the general form as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
f(w_i) &= \eta^T(x_{ad}).\Phi_{x_{cq}} \\
f'(w_i) &= \eta^T(x_{ad}).\Phi_{x_{cq}}'
\end{align*} \tag{8}
\]

where $\Phi^T = [\phi_{11}, \phi_{21}, \ldots, \phi_{k1}]$ and $\Phi'^T = [\phi_{10}', \phi_{20}', \ldots, \phi_{k0}']$ are the lower and upper coefficient matrices for the full set of the fuzzy rules, respectively; $\eta^T(x_{ad}) = [\eta_1(x_{ad}), \eta_2(x_{ad}), \ldots, \eta_k(x_{ad})]$ is
a vector of standardized membership functions with components which signify the grade values of accomplishment to the corresponding fuzzy rules, where \( \eta_j(x_{ad}) \) can be computed as follows:

\[
\eta_j(x_{ad}) = \frac{\mu_{G_j}(x_{ad})}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} \mu_{G_j}(x_{ad})}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, k, \tag{9}
\]

As represented in [23–26], the min-max optimization technique and \( l_\infty \)-norm can be utilized for developing the interval fuzzy model as expressed in Equation (10). This equation is often realized into the linear programming approach to determine the coefficient matrices \( \Phi \) and \( \Phi^* \) for the approximated lower bound \( f(\Phi) \) and upper bound \( \overline{f}(\Phi^*) \) of the coIFML, respectively. The detailed realization and implementation of the linear programming for the coIFML will be shown in Section 3.1.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \max_{w_i \in W} \left| y_i - f(w_i) \right| \quad \text{subject to } y_i - f(w_i) \geq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \\
\min & \quad \max_{w_i \in W} \left| \overline{f}(w_i) - y_i \right| \quad \text{subject to } \overline{f}(w_i) - y_i \geq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{10}
\end{align*}
\]

3. Design Stages of Proposed Improved Interval Fuzzy Modeling

The proposed imIFML technique—which uses the first-order model in Equation (7), modified linear programming, and actual boundary data points to overcome the drawbacks of the coIFML scheme—consists of four design stages. The first stage (Section 3.1) is describing the detailed implementation process of the coIFML using a first-order model and linear programming in MATLAB Optimization Toolbox (version 7.1, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) for reference and evaluation. In the second stage (Section 3.2), we use MATLAB to define the lower and upper reference bounds for designing the proposed imIFML technique according to comparison between the approximated bounds of the coIFML and the actual data boundaries. In the third stage (Section 3.3), the major drawbacks of the coIFML are described according to the performance and analysis shown in the first two stages. After that, key points of the modified linear programming used in the introduced imIFML technique are presented. This design stage is also the initial adjustment for the scaling matrices of the modified linear programming in the proposed imIFML technique. In the final stage (Section 3.4), the scaling matrices of the modified linear programming in the imIFML technique are automatically fine-tuned to obtain the best fuzzy model possible.

Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 1 depict the first and second design stages, respectively. This paper denotes two-dimensional finite data as \((x, y)\) and the data size as \(N\). Note that \(x\) is the time (horizontal axis) and that \(y\) (vertical axis) is converted to per-unit (pu) values for convenience when developing and tuning the fuzzy models.

3.1. Design Stage 1: The coIFML with First-Order Model and Linear Programming

As depicted in panel (a) of Figure 1, this design stage is to describe implementation steps of coIFML using MATLAB Optimization Toolbox linear programming. This provides a useful background for reference when applying the coIFML in related applications.

Clustering methods such as Gustafon–Kessel, K-means, or C-means can be used to determine particular fuzzy cluster values [34,35]. To evaluate performance and efficacy of the proposed imIFML technique with the modified linear programming, we apply simple clustering based on the averaging method to determine the particular values of fuzzy clusters as expressed in Equations (11) and (12):

\[
\text{dis} = \frac{[\max(x_i) - \min(x_i)]}{(k - 1)}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{11}
\]
where \( k \) is the number of fuzzy clusters (membership functions) for the model, and \( 2 \leq k \leq N \); \( dis \) is the distance value between the two consecutive fuzzy clusters:

\[
CL_j = \min_{i=1:N} (x_i) + [(j - 1).dis], \quad j = 1, \ldots, k,
\]

\[ (12) \]

**Figure 1.** (a) The first design stage of the imIFML; (b) The second design stage of the imIFML.

In this study, the two-dimensional data \((x, y)\) used to develop the fuzzy model is assumed within a period of 24 h, where \( \min(x) = 0 \) h, \( \max(x) = 24 \) h, and the applications are realized for the PV/wind/battery power system within one day. The number of the fuzzy clusters is chosen as \( k = 24 \). From Equations (11) and (12), the particular values of the fuzzy clusters are shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** The particular fuzzy clusters (membership functions) used in this research, where \( k = 24 \).
To implement the linear programming of the coIFML in MATLAB, the mathematical functions for the three kinds of triangle membership functions in Figure 2 should be realized as depicted in Figure 3 and Equations (13)–(15). The mathematical equations for representing the membership functions in panels (a), (b), and (c) of Figure 3 are expressed in Equations (13), (14), and (15), respectively.

Figure 3. (a) R-function fuzzy membership function, where $e = \min(x)$; (b) Normal triangle fuzzy membership function; (c) L-function fuzzy membership function, where $e = \max(x)$.

\[
\mu_G(\delta) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{h-\delta}{h-e}, & \text{if } \min_{i=1:N}(x_i) = e \leq \delta < h \\
0, & \text{if } \delta \geq h 
\end{cases}, \quad (13)
\]

\[
\mu_G(\delta) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } \delta \leq d \\
\frac{\delta-d}{e-d}, & \text{if } d < \delta \leq e \\
\frac{h-\delta}{h-e}, & \text{if } e < \delta < h \\
0, & \text{if } \delta \geq h 
\end{cases}, \quad (14)
\]

\[
\mu_G(\delta) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } \delta \leq d \\
\frac{\delta-d}{e-d}, & \text{if } d < \delta \leq e 
\end{cases}, \quad \text{if } \delta = \max_{i=1:N}(x_i), \quad (15)
\]

With the antecedent vector $x_{ad} = x$, from Equations (9) and (13)–(15), the vector of standardized membership functions is as:

\[
\eta(x_{ad}) = \eta(x) = [\eta_1(x), \ldots, \eta_j(x), \ldots, \eta_k(x)], j = 1, \ldots, k, \quad (16)
\]

It is noted that $N$ is the size of the data for developing the fuzzy model, and $k$ is the number of fuzzy clusters (membership functions), where its value is chosen as $k = 24$ in this study.

- Detailed implementation of linear programming for the lower bound of the coIFML
  With the first-order model shown in Equation (7), the value array of the coefficient matrix $\Phi^T$ for the lower bound $f_\text{L}$ of the coIFML is expressed in Equation (17):

\[
\Phi^T = \begin{bmatrix} \phi_1, \ldots, \phi_j, \ldots, \phi_k \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \phi_{11}, \phi_{10}, \ldots, \phi_{10}, \ldots, \phi_{k1}, \phi_{k0}, \ldots, \phi_{k0} \end{bmatrix}, j = 1, \ldots, k, \quad (17)
\]
where the fuzzy antecedent vector is \( x_{ad} = x \), and the consequent vector \( x_{cq} \) is represented in the affine form as \( x_{cq} = [x, 1]^T \), the lower bound \( f \) at the first equation in Equation (8) is realized as follows:

\[
f(x, \Phi) = \eta^T(x_{ad}) \Phi x_{cq} = \sum_{j=1}^k \eta_j(x) \Phi_j^T [x, 1]^T
\]

\[
= \left[ \eta_1(x), \ldots, \eta_j(x), \ldots, \eta_k(x) \right]^T \cdot \left[ (\Phi_{11} x + \Phi_{10}), \ldots, (\Phi_{j1} x + \Phi_{j0}), \ldots, (\Phi_{k1} x + \Phi_{k0}) \right] \nonumber
\]

\[
= \left[ (\eta_1(x) x, \Phi_{11} + \eta_1(x), \Phi_{10}) + \ldots + \left[ (\eta_j(x) x, \Phi_{j1} + \eta_j(x), \Phi_{j0}) + \ldots + \left[ (\eta_k(x) x, \Phi_{k1} + \eta_k(x), \Phi_{k0}) \right] \right] \right.
\]

\[
\nonumber
\end{equation}
\]

For convenience in programming, where \( y \) is the data set in vertical axis, Equation (5) now can be rewritten as:

\[
\lambda_{lb} \rightarrow \min
\]

\[
\text{subject to: } \begin{cases}
- f(x, \Phi) - \lambda_{lb} \leq -y \\
f(x, \Phi) - 0.\lambda_{lb} \leq y
\end{cases}
\]

(19)

From Equations (18) and (19), the relevant matrices \( A_{lb}, a_{lb} \) and \( c_{lb} \) used to approximate the lower bound by linear programming in MATLAB/Optimization are presented in Equation (20):

\[
A_{lb} = [A_{1,lb}; A_{2,lb}], a_{lb} = [-y; y], c_{lb} = \left[ \frac{0, \ldots, 1}{2k} \right]^T,
\]

(20)

where

\[
A_{1,lb} = [-\eta_1(x) x, -\eta_1(x), \ldots, -\eta_j(x) x, -\eta_j(x), \ldots, -\eta_k(x) x, -\eta_k(x); - \left[ \frac{1, \ldots, 1}{N} \right]^T]
\]

and:

\[
A_{2,lb} = [\eta_1(x) x, \eta_1(x), \ldots, \eta_j(x) x, \eta_j(x), \ldots, \eta_k(x) x, \eta_k(x); - \left[ \frac{0, \ldots, 0}{N} \right]^T]
\]

- Detailed implementation of linear programming for the upper bound of the coFIML

With the first-order model shown in Equation (7), the value array of the coefficient matrix \( \Phi^T \) for the upper bound \( \overline{f} \) is shown in Equation (21):

\[
\Phi^T = \left[ \overline{\Phi}_1, \ldots, \overline{\Phi}_j, \ldots, \overline{\Phi}_k \right] = \left[ \left[ \overline{\Phi}_{11}, \overline{\Phi}_{10} \right], \ldots, \left[ \overline{\Phi}_{j1}, \overline{\Phi}_{j0} \right], \ldots, \left[ \overline{\Phi}_{k1}, \overline{\Phi}_{k0} \right] \right], j = 1, \ldots, k,
\]

(21)

where the fuzzy antecedent vector is \( x_{ad} = x \), and the consequent vector \( x_{cq} \) is represented in the affine form as \( x_{cq} = [x, 1]^T \), the approximated upper bound \( \overline{f} \) at the second equation in Equation (8) is realized as follows:

\[
\overline{f}(x, \overline{\Phi}) = \eta^T(x_{ad}) \overline{\Phi} x_{cq} = \sum_{j=1}^k \eta_j(x) \overline{\Phi}_j^T [x, 1]^T
\]

\[
= \left[ \eta_1(x), \ldots, \eta_j(x), \ldots, \eta_k(x) \right]^T \cdot \left[ (\overline{\Phi}_{11} x + \overline{\Phi}_{10}), \ldots, (\overline{\Phi}_{j1} x + \overline{\Phi}_{j0}), \ldots, (\overline{\Phi}_{k1} x + \overline{\Phi}_{k0}) \right] \nonumber
\]

\[
= \left[ (\eta_1(x) x, \overline{\Phi}_{11} + \eta_1(x), \overline{\Phi}_{10}) + \ldots + \left[ (\eta_j(x) x, \overline{\Phi}_{j1} + \eta_j(x), \overline{\Phi}_{j0}) + \ldots + \left[ (\eta_k(x) x, \overline{\Phi}_{k1} + \eta_k(x), \overline{\Phi}_{k0}) \right] \right] \right.
\]

\[
\nonumber
\end{equation}
\]
For convenience in programming, where \( y \) is the data set in vertical axis, Equation (6) now can be rewritten as:

\[
\begin{aligned}
    \lambda_{ub} \rightarrow \min \\
    \text{subject to } \begin{cases} 
    f(x, \Phi) - \lambda_{ub} \leq y \\
    -f(x, \Phi) + 0.\lambda_{ub} \leq -y 
    \end{cases} 
\end{aligned}
\]  

(23)

From Equations (22) and (23), the relevant matrices \( A_{ub}, a_{ub}, \) and \( c_{ub} \) used to approximate the upper bound by the linear programming in MATLAB/Optimization are shown in Equation (24): 

\[
A_{ub} = [A_{1,ub}; A_{2,ub}], a_{ub} = [y; -y], c_{ub} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, \ldots, 0, 1 \end{bmatrix}^T, 
\]  

(24)

where

\[
A_{1,ub} = [\eta_1(x).x, \eta_1(x), \ldots, \eta_j(x).x, \eta_j(x), \ldots, \eta_k(x).x, \eta_k(x); -\begin{bmatrix} 1, \ldots, 1 \end{bmatrix}^T]. 
\]

and:

\[
A_{2,ub} = [-\eta_1(x).x, -\eta_1(x), \ldots, -\eta_j(x).x, -\eta_j(x), \ldots, -\eta_k(x).x, -\eta_k(x); \begin{bmatrix} 0, \ldots, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T]. 
\]

In this study, the linear programming can be executed using the command \textit{linprog} in the Optimization toolbox of MATLAB [36]. The sample code in MATLAB to implement the coIFML (also the first stage of the imIFML technique) with parameters in Equations (20) and (24) is presented in Appendix A.

3.2. Design Stage 2: Determine the Actual Boundaries of Data, and Reference Lower and Upper Bounds

In this stage, actual boundary points of the two-dimensional data \((x, y)\) used for modeling are determined as described in Figure 1 panel (b). After that, two reference bounds for adjusting the approximated lower and upper bounds of the proposed imIFML technique are determined.

An efficient concave boundary algorithm for datasets can be found in [37]. We use the MATLAB boundary command [38] to determine the boundary points of two-dimensional data. The syntax of this command is \textit{boundary}(\(x, y, \theta\)), where \(x\) is the horizontal axis data, \(y\) is the vertical axis data, and \(\theta\) is the shrink coefficient with a scalar value in the range of \([0, 1]\). If \(\theta\) is set to 0 this gives a convex hull, and if \(\theta\) is set to 1 this gives a tight boundary that covers the data points. The default value of the shrink coefficient \(\theta\) is 0.5.

For example, the return value of the boundary command with \(\theta = 0.73\) for battery power data is an index vector of boundary points, as depicted in Figure 4. The index vectors of actual lower and upper boundary points are denoted as \(I_{lb} = [I_{lb}(1), \ldots, I_{lb}(r), \ldots, I_{lb}(n_{lb})]\) and \(I_{ub} = [I_{ub}(n_{ub}), \ldots, I_{ub}(\tau), \ldots, I_{ub}(1)]\), respectively, where \(I_{lb}(1) = I_{ub}(1) = 1\) and \(I_{lb}(n_{lb}) = I_{ub}(n_{ub}) = N\). In this example, \(n_{lb} = 37, n_{ub} = 38\), and \(N = 280\). The value vectors of the actual lower and upper boundary points on the vertical axis are given as \(LB_{act} = y(I_{lb})\) and \(UB_{act} = y(I_{ub})\), respectively. Figure 5 shows the actual boundary data points, which are marked with red circles.
The value vectors of the actual lower and upper boundary vectors are filled in the actual lower- and upper-boundary vectors. As a result, the sizes of the newly filled actual boundary vectors \( \text{LB}_{\text{act}} \) and \( \text{UB}_{\text{act}} \), are the same size as dataset \( y \).

With the filled actual boundary vectors \( \text{LB}_{\text{act}}^{\text{filled}} \) and \( \text{UB}_{\text{act}}^{\text{filled}} \), the reference bounds \( \text{LB}_{\text{ref}} \) and \( \text{UB}_{\text{ref}} \) for adjusting the approximated lower and upper bounds of the proposed imIFML technique are defined as:

\[
\text{LB}_{\text{ref}}(i) = \max \left[ f_{\text{coIFML}}(i), \text{LB}_{\text{act}}^{\text{filled}}(i) \right], \quad i = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{25}
\]

The two ratio matrices \( R_{lb} \) and \( R_{ub} \) between the approximated lower and upper bounds of coIFML and their reference bounds in Equation (25) are determined as:

\[
R_{lb} = \frac{\text{abs} \left( \frac{\text{LB}_{\text{ref}} - f_{\text{coIFML}}}{\text{LB}_{\text{ref}}(i) - f_{\text{coIFML}}(i)} \right)}{\max}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N. \tag{26}
\]
where the coefficient matrix $(35)$. To guarantee a proper adjusting process, the check errors in Equations $(36)$ and $(37)$ between $(28)$ and $(29)$, where the symbol proposed imIFML to move toward the reference bounds. Figure 6 panels (a) and (b) show detailed values at several regions in the data. This means that $\lambda$ is now online changeable, $\lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ approach their minimum values of nearly zero around the region of $t = 8$ h. Meanwhile, in the regions where $t = [0 \, h, 5 \, h]$ and $t = [11 \, h, 24 \, h], \lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ are much larger than zero because the lower and upper bounds of the coIFML are far from the actual lower and upper boundaries. To overcome this issue, additional scaling matrices should be used to adjust the coefficient matrices $a_{lb}$ and $a_{ub}$, which regulate $\lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ in the regions around the actual boundary points to be equal to the minimum values of nearly zero.

The modified linear programming used for the proposed imIFML technique is given in Equations (28) and (29), where the symbol $\odot$ denotes element-wise multiplication. Here, values for matrices $A_{lb}, c_{lb}, A_{ub}$ and $c_{ub}$ are fixed to those of the coIFML given in Equations (20) and (24). Meanwhile, matrices $a_{lb}$ and $a_{ub}$ can now be suitably adjusted using newly-added scaling matrices $A_{lb}^{sc}$ and $A_{ub}^{sc}$. Specifically, key points of the scaling matrix $A_{lb}^{sc}$ are that its element values can be different and changeable. The particular value of each matrix element is related to the same-order element in the ratio matrix $R_{lb}$ in Equation (26), and the relation between them is shown in Equation (33). As a result, where the coefficient matrix $a_{lb}$ is now online changeable, $\lambda_{lb}$ in Equation (19) will be considered an arbitrary matrix with element values regulated to be almost equal to the minimum value of nearly zero at the actual-data lower boundary points. This means that the computed lower bound $f_{lb}^{imIFML}$ of the proposed imIFML technique is appropriately driven to closely fit to the reference lower bound $LB_{ref}$ given by Equation (25) in most regions, especially at the actual lower boundary points. Similar conduct and explanation can be applied to the scaling matrix $A_{ub}^{sc}$ of the coefficient matrix $a_{ub}$ for the upper bound in Equation (29), where the relation between $A_{ub}^{sc}$ and $R_{ub}$ is expressed in Equation (35). To guarantee a proper adjusting process, the check errors in Equations (36) and (37) between the computed bounds of the imIFML technique and the reference bounds must satisfy the conditions $e_{lb}^{min} \geq 0$ and $e_{ub}^{min} \geq 0$, as will be described in the next subsection:

$$A_{lb} = [A_{1,lb}; A_{2,lb}], a_{lb} = -y \odot A_{lb}^{sc}; y \odot A_{lb}^{sc}], c_{lb} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, \ldots, 0, 1 \end{bmatrix}_T, \quad (28)$$

$$A_{ub} = [A_{1,ub}; A_{2,ub}], a_{ub} = [y \odot A_{ub}^{sc}; -y \odot A_{ub}^{sc}], c_{ub} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, \ldots, 0, 1 \end{bmatrix}_T, \quad (29)$$

This design stage is the initial adjustment for the two scaling matrices $A_{lb}^{sc}$ and $A_{ub}^{sc}$ in the modified linear programming scheme given by Equations (28) and (29), respectively. The adjustment is performed simultaneously. The goal is to force the approximated lower and upper bounds of the proposed imIFML to move toward the reference bounds. Figure 6 panels (a) and (b) show detailed process diagrams of this stage for the lower and upper bounds of the proposed imIFML.

With the scale indexes determined using the MATLAB boundary command, the scalar scaling gains $g_{A_{lb}}$ and $g_{A_{ub}}$ are computed by Equations (30) and (31), respectively, where initial values $g_{A_{lb}0}$ and $g_{A_{ub}0}$ should be chosen in the interval of [0, 1]. In this study, $g_{A_{lb}0}$ and $g_{A_{ub}0}$ are chosen as

$$R_{ub} = \frac{\text{abs}(T_{coIFML} - UB_{ref})}{\text{max} \left( \text{abs}(T_{coIFML}(i) - UB_{ref}(i)) \right)}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N.$$  

(27)

### 3.3. Design Stage 3: Initially Adjust the Scaling Parameters in the Modified Linear Programming

As shown in Equations (20) and (24), all linear programming matrices used in the coIFML have fixed values. Hence, the linear programming response when approximating the lower and upper bounds in Equations (19) and (23) can only regulate arbitrary values $\lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ to the minimum values at several regions in the data. This means that $\lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ may exceed the minimum values in other data regions. Especially in cases of data with large variation, the difference between the defined minimum values and the arbitrary values in other regions may be very large. For example, as shown in Figure 5, $\lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ approach their minimum values of nearly zero around the region of $t = 8$ h. Meanwhile, in the regions where $t = [0 \, h, 5 \, h]$ and $t = [11 \, h, 24 \, h], \lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ are much larger than zero because the lower and upper bounds of the coIFML are far from the actual lower and upper boundaries. To overcome this issue, additional scaling matrices should be used to adjust the coefficient matrices $a_{lb}$ and $a_{ub}$, which regulate $\lambda_{lb}$ and $\lambda_{ub}$ in the regions around the actual boundary points to be equal to the minimum values of nearly zero.
0.8, which is equivalent to 80% of 1 pu. This means that the reserve value of 20% can be used for fine-tuning, as will be shown in the next design stage. If the modified linear programming problems are not resolvable, the initial gain values $g_{A,lb0}$ and $g_{A,ub0}$ are reduced to $g_{A,lb0} = g_{A,lb0} - 0.1$ and $g_{A,ub0} = g_{A,ub0} - 0.1$, as seen in Figure 6 panels (a) and (b), respectively.

Figure 6. (a) The third design stage for the lower bound $f_{\text{imIFML}}$ of the proposed imIFML technique. (b) The third design stage for the upper bound $\overline{f}_{\text{imIFML}}$ of the proposed imIFML technique.

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_{r=1,2,\ldots,n_{lb}} & \left\{ \left| \frac{\text{abs} \left[ \frac{LB_{\text{ref}}[I_{lb}(r)] - f_{\text{colIFML}}[I_{lb}(r)]}{\text{max}_{i=1:N} \text{abs}(y_i)} \right]} \right| \right\}, \quad r = 1, 2, \ldots, n_{lb}, \\
\max_{\tau=n_{ub},\ldots,2,1} & \left\{ \left| \frac{\text{abs} \left[ f_{\text{colIFML}}[I_{ub}(\tau)] - UB_{\text{ref}}[I_{ub}(\tau)] \right]}{\text{max}_{i=1:N} \text{abs}(y_i)} \right| \right\}, \quad \tau = n_{ub}, \ldots, 2, 1,
\end{align*}
\]

(30)

(31)

here, $r$ and $\tau$ are indexes on the actual boundary vectors $I_{lb}$ and $I_{ub}$ in Figure 4, $LB_{\text{ref}}$ and $UB_{\text{ref}}$ are the two reference bounds defined in Equation (25) at the second stage, and $f_{\text{colIFML}}$ and $\overline{f}_{\text{colIFML}}$ are the bounds of the colIFML shown in Equations (18) and (22) at the first stage.

- For the approximated lower bound $f_{\text{imIFML}}$ depicted in Figure 6 panel (a):

where $g_{A,lb}$ is in Equation (30) and $\text{sgn}(\cdot)$ is the sign function, the intermediate matrix $\alpha_{lb}$ is computed as:

\[
\alpha_{lb} = g_{A,lb} \text{sgn}(y),
\]

(32)
where the matrix $R_{lb}$ is defined in Equation (26), and the scaling matrix for the lower bound in Equation (28) is calculated as:

$$A_{lb}^{sc} = \left[ \frac{1, \ldots, 1}{N} \right]^T + (a_{lb} \odot R_{lb}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (33)

- For the approximated upper bound $f_{imIFML}$ illustrated in Figure 6 panel (b):

In this case, the intermediate matrix $a_{ub}$ in Figure 6 panel (b) is computed as:

$$a_{ub} = g_{A,ub} \cdot \text{sgn}(y),$$  \hspace{1cm} (34)

where $g_{A,ub}$ is shown in Equation (31).

The scaling matrix for the matrix $a_{ub}$ of the upper bound in Equation (29) is calculated as:

$$A_{ub}^{sc} = \left[ \frac{1, \ldots, 1}{N} \right]^T - (a_{ub} \odot R_{ub}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (35)

where $R_{ub}$ is expressed in Equation (27).

Appendix B presents sample code for implementing the third design stage of the proposed imIFML in MATLAB Optimization Toolbox [36].

3.4. Design Stage 4: Automatically Fine-Tune the Parameters in the Modified Linear Programming

In this stage, the two scaling matrices $A_{lb}^{sc}$ and $A_{ub}^{sc}$ of the modified linear programming in Equations (28) and (29) are fine-tuned automatically. The objective is online adjustment for the approximated lower bound $f_{imIFML}$ and upper bound $f_{imIFML}$ of the proposed imIFML technique to be fitted to the reference bounds $LB_{ref}$ and $UB_{ref}$ in Equation (25) as closely as possible. Figure 7 panels (a) and (b) show detailed process diagrams of this design stage for the approximated lower and upper bounds.

From the two constraints in Equation (10), the scalar check errors at the actual boundary data points depicted in Figures 4 and 5 are defined by Equations (36) and (37) for the tuning process in Figure 7 as:

$$e_{lb}^{\text{min}}(m_{lb}) = \min \left( LB_{ref}^{[I_{lb}(r)]} - f_{imIFML}^{[I_{lb}(r)]}(m_{lb}) \right), r = 1, 2, \ldots, n_{lb},$$  \hspace{1cm} (36)

$$e_{ub}^{\text{min}}(m_{ub}) = \min \left( f_{imIFML}^{[I_{ub}(\tau)]}(m_{ub}) - UB_{ref}^{[I_{ub}(\tau)]} \right), \tau = n_{ub}, \ldots, 2, 1, $$  \hspace{1cm} (37)

where $r$ and $\tau$ are the indexes of the actual boundary vectors $I_{lb}$ and $I_{ub}$ in Figure 4, respectively; $m_{lb} \geq 1$ and $m_{ub} \geq 1$ are the iteration indexes of loops in Figure 7 panels (a) and (b), respectively.

- For the approximated lower bound $f_{imIFML}$ described in Figure 7 panel (a):

In this design stage, a new intermediate scalar gain $\beta_{lb}(m_{lb})$ is defined as below:

$$\beta_{lb}(m_{lb}) = [1 + (0.02 \cdot m_{lb})] \cdot \beta_{lb0},$$  \hspace{1cm} (38)

where the initial base value $\beta_{lb0} = \beta_{lb}(m_{lb} = 0)$ is chosen as 0.05, as equivalent to be 5% of 1 pu.

The intermediate matrix $a_{lb}^{*}(m_{lb})$ shown in Figure 7 panel (a) is updated online as follows:

$$a_{lb}^{*}(m_{lb}) = \left[ \frac{1, \ldots, 1}{N} \right]^T + \beta_{lb}(m_{lb}) \cdot R_{lb}^{*}(m_{lb}) \odot a_{lb}(m_{lb} - 1),$$  \hspace{1cm} (39)
where $a_{lb}^*(m_{lb}) = a_{lb}$, and $a_{lb}$ is computed in Equation (32). The ratio matrix $R_{lb}^j(m_{lb})$ is defined as:

$$R_{lb}^j(m_{lb}) = \frac{\text{abs} \left[ \text{LB}_{\text{ref}} - f_{\text{imIFML}}(m_{lb}) \right]}{\max \left[ \text{abs} \left( \text{LB}_{\text{ref}}^j - f_{\text{imIFML}}^{\text{ref}}(m_{lb}) \right) \right]}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N,$$

(40)

where $R_{lb}^j(m_{lb}) = R_{lb}$ and the matrix $R_{lb}$ is calculated in Equation (26) at the second design stage.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** (a) The fourth design stage for the lower bound $f_{\text{imIFML}}$ of the proposed imIFML; (b) The fourth design stage for the upper bound $f_{\text{imIFML}}$ of the proposed imIFML.

The scaling matrix $A_{lb}^{\text{sc}}(m_{lb})$ used for the matrix $a_{lb}$ in Equation (28) now is online fine-tuned as below:

$$A_{lb}^{\text{sc}}(m_{lb}) = \left[ \begin{array}{l} 1, \ldots, 1 \\ \end{array} \right] \cdot 1^T + [a_{lb}^*(m_{lb}) \odot R_{lb}],$$

(41)

where $a_{lb}^*(m_{lb})$ is online updated in Equation (39), and it is noted that $R_{lb}$ is computed in Equation (26) at the second stage. For the next iteration step of the tuning process, the iteration index $m_{lb}$ is updated as follows:

$$m_{lb} = m_{lb} + 1,$$

(42)

where the initial value of the iteration index $m_{lb}$ is $m_{lb0} = 0$. The limit of $m_{lb}$ is set as $m_{lb} \leq m_{lb}^{\text{max}}$ to avoid the unexpected case of an infinite loop. In this study, the limit value $m_{lb}^{\text{max}}$ is chosen as 500.

As shown in Figure 7 panel (a), if $e_{lb}^{\text{min}} < 0$ and $m_{lb} = 0$, this means that the initial value of the gain $g_{A_{lb}0} = 0.8$ in Equation (30) is not chosen appropriately. Hence, the gain $g_{A_{lb}0}$ needs to be reduced as $g_{A_{lb}0} = g_{A_{lb}0} - 0.1$, and the tuning process returns to the third design stage in Figure 6 panel (a).
For the approximated upper bound $\tilde{f}_{\text{imIFML}}$ presented in Figure 7 panel (b)

In this design stage, a new intermediate scalar gain $\beta_{ub}(m_{ub})$ is defined as:

$$\beta_{ub}(m_{ub}) = [1 + (0.02 \cdot m_{ub})] \beta_{ub0},$$

(43)

where the initial base value $\beta_{ub0} = \beta_{ub}(m_{ub} = 0)$ is chosen as 0.05, as equivalent to be 5% of 1 pu.

The intermediate matrix $a_{ub}^*(m_{ub})$ in Figure 7 panel (b) is online updated as follows:

$$a_{ub}^*(m_{ub}) = \left[ \frac{1}{N} \right]^{T} + \beta_{ub}(m_{ub}) \cdot R_{ub}^*(m_{ub}) \odot a_{ub}^*(m_{ub} - 1),$$

(44)

where $a_{ub}^*(m_{ub} = 0) = a_{ub}$, and $a_{ub}$ is computed in (34). The ratio matrix $R_{ub}^*(m_{ub})$ is defined as

$$R_{ub}^*(m_{ub}) = \frac{\text{abs}[\tilde{f}_{\text{imIFML}} (m_{ub}) - UB_{ref}]}{\text{max} \left[ \text{abs}[\tilde{f}_{\text{imIFML}} (m_{ub}) - UB_{ref}^i] \right]} , \ i = 1, \ldots, N,$$

(45)

The scaling matrix $A_{ub}^{sc}(m_{ub})$ utilized for the matrix $a_{ub}$ in Equation (29) is automatically adjusted as below:

$$A_{ub}^{sc}(m_{ub}) = \left[ \frac{1}{N} \right]^{T} - [a_{ub}^*(m_{ub}) \odot R_{ub}],$$

(46)

where $a_{ub}^*(m_{ub})$ is online updated in Equation (44), and it is noted that $R_{ub} = R_{ub}^*(m_{ub} = 0)$ is computed in Equation (27) at the second design stage. The iteration index $m_{ub}$ for the upper bound is updated as follows:

$$m_{ub} = m_{ub} + 1,$$

(47)

where the initial value of iteration index $m_{ub}$ is $m_{ub0} = 0$. The limit of $m_{ub}$ is set as $m_{ub} \leq m_{ub}^{\text{max}}$ to avoid the unexpected case of an infinite loop. In this study, the limit value $m_{ub}^{\text{max}}$ is chosen as 500.

As shown in Figure 7 panel (b), if $e_{ub}^{\min} < 0$ and $m_{ub} = 0$, this means that the initial value of the gain $g_{A,ub0} = 0.8$ in Equation (31) is not chosen properly. Therefore, the gain $g_{A,ub0}$ needs to be reduced as $g_{A,ub0} = g_{A,ub0} - 0.1$, and the tuning process returns to the third design stage in Figure 6 panel (b).

### 3.5. Additional Limits for Application Cases in Estimating Solar PV and Wind Power

Because the power obtained from the solar PV arrays or wind turbine is often non-negative value, the following additional limits should be used for the two approximated bounds of the proposed imIFML in cases of estimating solar PV and wind power as expressed in Equation (48):

$$f_{\text{imIFML}}(x_i) = \begin{cases} f_{\text{imIFML}}(x_i), & \text{if } f_{\text{imIFML}}(x_i) \geq 0 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

and

$$f_{\text{imIFML}}(x_i) = \begin{cases} f_{\text{imIFML}}(x_i), & \text{if } f_{\text{imIFML}}(x_i) \geq 0 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(48)

### 4. Simulation Results

Figure 8 shows a REMS implementing the proposed imIFML technique as a demonstrative renewable energy system. Power is obtained from PV arrays and wind turbines to supply loads and deliver to the grid. The battery bank absorbs power when in charge mode and supplies power in discharge mode. We investigated and evaluated estimation of power from battery bank $P_{Ba}$, PV arrays $P_{PV}$, and wind turbine $P_{Wi}$. The base power for converting to pu values in the demonstrative energy
system was chosen as 100 kW. In this research, all power data for developing the interval fuzzy models are expressed in pu values.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 8.** The robust energy management system with the proposed imIFML for estimating solar PV, wind and battery power in a demonstrative renewable energy system.

We present three simulation cases performed using MATLAB R2014b and its Optimization Toolbox solvers [36,38]. The first test case considers battery power estimation in the proposed imIFML technique with two battery-bank operational modes (Section 4.1). The second test case considers output power estimation for PV arrays under large changes in solar radiation (Section 4.2). The last test case considers estimation of wind turbine output power under large variation in wind speed (Section 4.3). Figure 2 shows particular values for fuzzy clusters in all three test cases. The initial gains $g_{A,lb}$ and $g_{A,ub}$ expressed in Equations (30) and (31) are chosen as 0.8, and limiting values $m_{lb}^{max}$ and $m_{ub}^{max}$ for the iteration process in Figure 7 are chosen as 500. Figures 9–11 show results of the first, second, and last described cases, respectively. These figures also show the approximated lower bound $f_{imIFML}^{imIFML}$ (blue line) and upper bound $f_{imIFML}^{imIFML}$ (pink line) of the proposed imIFML technique and the imIFML confidence band (yellow). In addition, the coIFML scheme is implemented for all test cases for reference with the proposed imIFML technique.

**4.1. Test Case 1: Estimating the Power of a Battery Bank**

Figure 9 shows assumed operational data for the battery bank power. Namely, $P_{lb} \geq 0$ pu indicates that the battery is in discharge mode, and $P_{lb} < 0$ pu indicates that the battery is in charge mode. In this test case, the MATLAB boundary command, described in the second design stage (Section 3.2), was called as boundary($x$, $y$, 0.73).

In panels (a) and (b) of Figure 7, the iteration values for tuning the lower bound $f_{imIFML}^{imIFML}$ and upper bound $f_{imIFML}^{imIFML}$ of the proposed imIFML technique were $m_{lb} = 8$ and $m_{ub} = 9$, respectively. The check errors in Equations (36) and (37) to stop the loops were $e_{lb}^{min} = 0$ and $e_{ub}^{min} = 0$, respectively.

Figure 9 shows performance in this test case. Under the coIFML method, the lower and upper bounds are highly conservative, especially for times $t = 0$ to $5$ h and $t = 11$ to $24$ h, and do not fit the lower and upper reference bounds. However, using the proposed scheme described in Figures 6 and 7, the scaling matrices $A_{lb}$ and $A_{ub}$ of the modified linear programming in Equations (28) and (29) are automatically tuned and are highly consistent with variation in the data of battery power $P_{lb}$. This remarkably improves the response of the modified linear programming in the imIFML technique. As a result, the approximated lower and upper bounds under the proposed imIFML cover all the
actual boundary data points, marked as red circles. The yellow band between the approximated lower and upper bounds covers all data points. For example, from time $t = 0$ to 2 h, the lower and upper bounds under the imIFML technique are suitably regulated to the reference data bounds, but the two coIFML bounds are not. The responses from time $t = 14$ to 16 h are similar. The check conditions for minimum error values at the boundary points in Equations (36) and (37) are also satisfied. This clearly demonstrates the salient efficacy of the proposed imIFML technique.

In real renewable power systems with stationary battery banks, the operation of systems often depends on forecasts of total power capacity, including battery power, and load demand. In this study, the main purpose of this test case is to evaluate performance and efficacy of the proposed modeling technique under large variation in battery power data. Estimation of battery power is helpful to predict maximum total power of the systems for efficiently controlling ancillary services, such as grid frequency regulation and voltage stability. Furthermore, the power obtained from battery banks is in both positive and negative values, which is useful to evaluate efficacy and adaptability of the proposed imIFML technique. On the other hand, the power obtained from PV arrays and wind turbines as well as load demand are often in positive values. Of course, the evaluation on efficacy of the proposed method in load demand forecast is also important, and it will be extensively studied in our future work.

![Figure 9. Test case 1: Results of estimating battery power $P_{lb}$ under the proposed imIFML technique.](image)

### 4.2. Test Case 2: Estimating the Output Power of Solar PV Arrays

In this test, the weather condition is assumed in summer and with a clear sky at noon as depicted in Figure 10 to estimate the power obtained from solar PV arrays $P_{PV}$. In this case, the additional limits expressed in (48) are now applied for the approximated lower and upper bounds of the proposed imIFML. In this test case, the MATLAB ‘boundary’ command, described in the second design stage (Section 3.2), was called as $\text{boundary}(x, y, 1)$.

In panels (a) and (b) of Figure 7, the iteration values for tuning the lower bound $f_{\text{imIFML}}$ and upper bound $T_{\text{imIFML}}$ of the proposed imIFML technique were $m_{lb} = 54$ and $m_{ub} = 62$, respectively. The check errors in (36) and (37) to stop the loops were $e_{lb}^{\text{min}} = 0$ and $e_{ub}^{\text{min}} = 0$, respectively.

Figure 10 shows performance in this test case. Under the coIFML method, the lower and upper bounds are highly conservative, especially for times $t = 4$ to 9 h and $t = 14$ to 20 h, and do not fit the lower and upper reference bounds. However, using the proposed scheme described in Figures 6 and 7, the scaling matrices $A_{lb}^{\text{IFML}}$ and $A_{ub}^{\text{IFML}}$ of the modified linear programming in Equations (28) and (29) are automatically adjusted and correspond to variation in the data of solar PV power $P_{PV}$. This substantially enhances effectiveness of the modified linear programming in the introduced imIFML. As a result, the computed lower and upper bounds under the imIFML technique cover all the actual boundary data points, marked as red circles. For example, from time $t = 6$ to 8 h, the lower and upper
bounds under the imIFML technique are suitably regulated to the reference data bounds, but the two coIFML bounds are not. The responses from time $t = 16$ to $18$ h are similar. The check conditions for minimum error values at the boundary points in Equations (36) and (37) are also satisfied.

Figure 10. Test case 2: Results on estimating solar PV power $P_{PV}$ under the proposed imIFML.

Since the power obtained from the PV arrays $P_{PV}$ is often a non-negative value, in this case, the lower bound $f_{imIFML}$ of the proposed imIFML is applied with the additional limit given by the first equation in Equation (48). The responses of this additional limit are shown from the time $t = 0$ to 4.1 h and $t = 20.1$ to 24 h. The yellow confidence band between the computed lower and upper bounds covers all data points. This obviously shows the good performance and adaptability of the proposed imIFML technique.

4.3. Test Case 3: Estimating the Output Power of Wind Turbine

This test case considers estimation of the power obtained from the wind turbine $P_{Wi}$ under very large variation in the measured data as illustrated by Figure 11. The additional limits in (48) will be applied for the approximated lower and upper bounds of the proposed imIFML if the related conditions are satisfied. In this test case, the MATLAB `boundary` command, described in the second design stage (Section 3.2), was called as `boundary(x, y, 0.97).

The iteration values for tuning the lower bound $f_{imIFML}$ and upper bound $f_{imIFML}$ of the imIFML technique in Figure 7 panels (a) and (b) are $m_{lb} = 466$ and $m_{ub} = 467$, respectively. In this test case, owing to the high variation in measured wind power, the iteration values $m_{lb}$ and $m_{ub}$ are significantly larger than in the two previous tests. The check errors at the actual boundary points in Equations (36) and (37) to stop the loops are still satisfied with $e_{lb}^{\text{min}} = 0$ and $e_{ub}^{\text{min}} = 0$.

Figure 11 shows performance in this test case. Under the coIFML method, the lower and upper bounds are highly conservative, especially for times $t = 0$ to 3 h, $t = 9$ to 11 h and $t = 13$ to 16 h, and do not fit the lower and upper reference bounds. However, using the proposed scheme described in Figures 6 and 7, the scaling matrices $A_{lb}^{ic}$ and $A_{ub}^{ic}$ of the modified linear programming in Equations (28) and (29) are automatically altered, and are suitable with fluctuation in the data of wind power $P_{Wi}$. This noticeably ameliorates performance of the modified linear programming in the imIFML method. As a result, the estimated lower and upper bounds under the suggested imIFML cover all the actual boundary data points, marked as red circles. For example, from time $t = 5$ to 7 h, the lower and upper bounds under the imIFML technique are suitably regulated to the reference data bounds, but the two coIFML bounds are not. The responses from time $t = 14$ to 16 h are almost same. The check conditions for minimum error values at the boundary points in Equations (36) and (37) are also satisfied.
Although the variation in data of wind power is large, the yellow confidence band between the two estimated lower and upper bounds of the proposed imIFML still covers data points pretty well, especially at the actual boundary points of data, because the two error values in Equations (36) and (37) are checked at these actual boundary points. This confirms the good adaptability of the suggested imIFML technique under high variation and nonlinearity in the data.

5. Additional Discussions

In some unexpected cases, the value of the computed lower bound under the proposed imIFML is slightly smaller than the one under the coIFML, and the value of the computed upper bound under the proposed imIFML is slightly larger than the one under the coIFML. Therefore, to enhance the robustness and efficacy of the final fuzzy model, the additional selections in Equation (49) can be applied for the proposed imIFML. Moreover, in real applications, to reduce unpredicted noises in the measured data of PV/wind/battery power, the data should be effectively filtered by low-pass filters [26] or Kalman filters [39,40] before being used to develop and tune the suggested imIFML:

\[
\bar{f}_{\text{imIFML}}(x_i) = \max\left[\bar{f}_{\text{imIFML}}(x_i), \bar{f}_{\text{coIFML}}(x_i)\right], \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \tag{49}
\]

In cases of big data and/or many fuzzy clusters (membership functions), the linear programming technique may have difficulty in solving. This means that the command \textit{linprog} in MATLAB/Optimization cannot solve the optimization problems in Equations (19) and (23). Our suggestion for these cases is that the data range for modeling should be suitably divided to several smaller data ranges. For example, the two-day data of the PV/wind/battery power can be modeled with two separate fuzzy models. The first one-day imIFML is used for the period \(t = 0\) h to 24 h, and the second one-day imIFML is utilized for the period \(t = 24\) h to 48 h. Last, the final two-day imIFML is computed by Equation (50). Similar procedures can be applied for cases of long-term prediction:

\[
\bar{f}_{\text{imIFML}}^{(0 \text{-} 48\text{h})} (x_{\text{full}}) = \max\left[\bar{f}_{\text{imIFML}}^{(0 \text{-} 24\text{h})} (x_1), \bar{f}_{\text{imIFML}}^{(24\text{h} \text{-} 48\text{h})} (x_2)\right], \quad x_{\text{full}} = [x_1, x_2], \tag{50}
\]
The values of the denominators in Equations (26), (27), (30), (31), (40), and (45) are larger than zero in most circumstances, but the checking procedures for the values of these denominators compared to zero should be conducted in the programming process to thoroughly avoid any unexpected errors.

This paper is fairly long because one of our key objectives was to explain in detail all the necessary computing equations, diagrams, implementation stages, and several examples of sample codes for the proposed imIFML technique, thereby providing a helpful reference document. The key ideas and algorithms of the introduced imIFML technique are concisely illustrated in Figures 1 and 4–7. These figures demonstrate that the proposed imIFML technique is not complex in design, and that its computational load is not excessively heavy. In addition, the two implementation processes in programming for the approximated lower and upper bounds of the imIFML technique are highly similar. The above five figures are necessary and useful in realizing the proposed imIFML technique in other programming languages, or in applying the imIFML technique to related applications.

The major objective of this paper is to develop an efficient method for estimating solar PV, wind and battery power under high variation and nonlinearity in measured two-dimensional data. This means that our paper mainly focuses on an estimation technique as shown in the paper title. In addition, the proposed imIFML has the same applicability as the coIFML, which can be used for forecasting renewable energy profiles as already presented and evaluated in [31–33]. The additional approach for implementing an interval fuzzy model in day-ahead prediction of PV/wind/battery power is beyond the key scope of this study, and this approach can be found in section II of [32].

6. Conclusions

This paper presented an imIFML technique based on the first-order model, modified linear programming, and actual boundary data points. In the proposed imIFML technique, the scaling matrices in the modified linear programming are automatically tuned to obtain the best possible model. The response of the proposed imIFML is substantially superior to the coIFML, while its robustness is similar. The computed lower and upper bounds of the imIFML technique are closely fitted to the reference lower and upper bounds of the data. Furthermore, owing to the changeable scaling matrices in the modified linear programming, the effectiveness of the imIFML technique is not heavily dependent on fine-tuning the detailed values for fuzzy clusters. Good performance and adaptability of the imIFML technique were assessed in estimating solar PV, wind and battery power in a demonstrative renewable energy system under large variation in the data. The effectiveness of the proposed imIFML technique was also compared with that of the coIFML. Moreover, this study is helpful for experimental applications in that design flowcharts, computing equations, explanation of the implementation stages, and MATLAB sample code for the introduced imIFML technique are described in detail. Several additional useful discussions were also presented to apply the proposed imIFML method to related actual applications appropriately.

Future work will investigate a novel hybrid-interval fuzzy modeling technique combined with an artificial neural network for effectively forecasting renewable power and load profiles in cases of very large datasets, long-term prediction modes, and high uncertainty of weather conditions.
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Appendix A

This appendix presents the sample code in MATLAB for the first design stage of the imIFML, (Section 3.1), where the two-dimensional data is the battery power in Test case 1 (Section 4.1).
% load the two-dimensional data of the battery power in Test Case 1.
load batterypower.dat; N = length(batterypower); N = 280
x = batterypower(:,1); y = batterypower(:,2);

k = 24; if (k > N) k = N; % limit by the condition k \leq N

%%% ===== Fuzzification: Membership functions (for all design stages) =====
Eta = zeros(N, k); % initial matrix [row, column]
for i = 1:k, % k is the number of fuzzy clusters (membership functions), k = 24
    A1_lb(:,2*i-1) = -Eta(i,1)*x; % left side of Equation (20)
    A2_lb(:,2*i) = -Eta(i,1);  
    A2_lb(:,2*i-1) = Eta(i,1)*x; % left side of Equation (20)
    A2_lb(:,2*i) = Eta(i,1);
end
A1_lb(:,2*k+1) = -ones(N,1); % left side of Equation (20)
A2_lb(:,2*k+1) = -zeros(N,1); % left side of Equation (20)
A_lb = [A1_lb; A2_lb]; % inequality constraint matrix in Equation (20)
a_lb = [−y; y]; % right side vector of inequality constraints in Equation (20)
c_lb = zeros(2*k+1,1); % objective function coefficient in Equation (20)
[xsol_lb, fval_lb] = linprog(c_lb, A_lb, a_lb); % execute linear programming with command linprog

%%% ===== for the Lower Bound (in the design stage 1) =====
Lower_bound = zeros(N,1); % \text{initial value for the lower bound}
for i = 1:k, % k is the number of fuzzy clusters (membership functions), k = 24
    Lower_phi(i,1) = xsol_lb(2*i-1,1); % import the return vector solved by the command linprog
    Lower_phi(i,2) = xsol_lb(2*i,1); % import the return vector solved by the command linprog
end
Value1 = zeros(N,2); % \text{initial matrix [row, column]}
for i = 1:N,
    Lower_Bound(i,1) = Value1(i,1) + Value1(i,2); % determine the lower bound of the coIFML
end

%%% ===== for the Upper Bound (in the design stage 1) =====
Upper_bound = zeros(N,1); % \text{initial value for the upper bound}
for i = 1:k, % k is the number of fuzzy clusters (membership functions), k = 24
    Upper_phi(i,1) = xsol_ub(2*i-1,1); % import the return vector solved by the command linprog
    Upper_phi(i,2) = xsol_ub(2*i,1); % import the return vector solved by the command linprog
end
Value2 = (Eta*Upper_phi).*[x,ones(N,1)]; % \text{Equation (13)}

%%% ===== for the Upper Bound (in the design stage 1) =====
for i = 1:k, % k is the number of fuzzy clusters (membership functions), k = 24
    A1_ub(:,2*i-1) = Eta(i,1)*x; % left side of Equation (24)
    A1_ub(:,2*i) = Eta(i,1);  
    A2_ub(:,2*i-1) = -Eta(i,1)*x; % left side of Equation (24)
    A2_ub(:,2*i) = -Eta(i,1);
end
A1_ub(:,2*k+1) = -ones(N,1); % left side of Equation (24)
A2_ub(:,2*k+1) = -zeros(N,1); % left side of Equation (24)
Appendix B

This appendix briefly describes the sample code in MATLAB for the third design stage (Section 3.3), where the two-dimensional data is the battery power in Test case 1 (Section 4.1).

```matlab
%% ========== for the Lower Bound (in the design stage 3) ==========
R_lb = abs(Lower_bound_REF - Lower_bound)/max(abs(Lower_bound_REF - Lower_bound));
% Equation (26)
lower_gain_A = 0.8*max(abs(Lower_bound_REF(lower_bound_index) - Lower_bound(lower_bound_index)))/max(abs(y));
% Equation (30)
alpha_lb = sign(y).*ones(N,1); % initial matrix
alpha_lb = sign(y) * lower_gain_A; % Equation (32)
for i = 1:1:N,
    A_lb_sc(i,1) = 1 + alpha_lb(i,1) * R_lb(i,1); % Equation (33)
end
A_lb = [A1_lb; A2_lb]; % inequality constraint matrix, Equation (28)
a_lb = [-y.*A_lb_sc; y.*A_lb_sc]; % right side vector of inequality constraints, Equation (28)
c_lb = zeros(2*k+1,1); c_lb(2*k+1,1) = 1; % objective function coefficient, Equation (28)
[xsol_lb, fval_lb] = linprog(c_lb, A_lb, a_lb); % execute modified linear programming with linprog

Lower_phi = zeros(k,2); % initial matrix;
for i = 1:1:k, % k = 24, is the number of fuzzy clusters (membership functions)
    Lower_phi(i,1) = xsol_lb(2*i-1,1); % import the return vector solved by the command linprog
    Lower_phi(i,2) = xsol_lb(2*i,1); % import the return vector solved by the command linprog
end

Value1 = zeros(N,2); % initial matrix; N is the size of the two-dimensional data, N = 280
Value1 = (Eta*Lower_phi).*[x,ones(N,1)]; % intermediate value to compute the lower bound in (18)
Lower_bound= zeros(N,1); % initial matrix
for i = 1:1:N,
    Lower_bound(i,1) = Value1(i,1) + Value1(i,2); % determine the lower bound of the imIFML
end

%% ========== for the Upper Bound (in the design stage 3) ==========
R_ub = abs(Upper_bound - Upper_bound_REF) / max(abs(Upper_bound - Upper_bound_REF));
% Equation (27)
upper_gain_A = 0.8*max(abs(Upper_bound(upper_bound_index) - Upper_bound_REF(upper_bound_index)))/max(abs(y));
% Equation (31)
alpha_ub = sign(y).*ones(N,1); % initial matrix
alpha_ub = sign(y) * upper_gain_A; % Equation (34)
for i = 1:1:N,
    A_ub_sc(i,1) = 1 - alpha_ub(i,1) * R_ub(i,1); % Equation (35)
end
A_ub = [A1_ub; A2_ub]; % inequality constraint matrix, Equation (29)
a_ub = [y.*A_ub_sc; -y.*A_ub_sc]; % right side vector of inequality constraints, Equation (29)
c_ub = zeros(2*k+1,1); c_ub(2*k+1,1) = 1; % objective function coefficient, Equation (29)
[xsol_ub, fval_ub] = linprog(c_ub, A_ub, a_ub); % execute modified linear programming with linprog

Upper_phi = zeros(k,2);
for $i = 1:1:k$, \( k \) is the number of fuzzy clusters (membership functions), $k = 24$

\[
\text{Upper}_\text{phi}(i,1) = \text{xsol}_\text{ub}(2*i-1,1); \quad \% \text{import the return vector solved by the command } \text{linprog}
\]

\[
\text{Upper}_\text{phi}(i,2) = \text{xsol}_\text{ub}(2*i,1); \quad \% \text{import the return vector solved by the command } \text{linprog}
\]

end

\[
\text{Value2} = \text{zeros}(N,2); \quad \% \text{initial matrix; } N \text{ is the size of the two-dimensional data, } N = 280
\]

\[
\text{Value2} = (\text{Eta} \ast \text{Upper}_\text{phi}) \ast [x,\text{ones}(N,1)]; \quad \% \text{intermediate value to compute the upper bound in (22)}
\]

\[
\text{Upper}_\text{bound} = \text{zeros}(N,1); \quad \% \text{initial matrix}
\]

for $i = 1:1:N$

\[
\text{Upper}_\text{bound}(i,1) = \text{Value2}(i,1) + \text{Value2}(i,2); \quad \% \text{determine the upper bound of the imIFML}
\]

end
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